
 
 

Bond Cleaning Checklist 
 

1. General/Bedrooms 
 

 Cupboard doors, drawers, and shelves cleaned 

 Mirrors cleaned 

 Wardrobe doors, tracks, and shelves cleaned 

 PowerPoints and light switches cleaned 

 Air conditioning vents cleaned 

 Air conditioners cleaned 

 Ceiling fans cleaned 

 Light fittings dusted and wiped 

 Cobwebs removed internally 

 Carpet floors vacuumed 

 Skirting’s dusted and wiped 

 Timber, tiled, and vinyl floors swept and mopped 
 Clean windows (inside) including tracks and sills (not blinds) 
 Clean all doors (including tops of doors) 

 Remove any cobwebs from walls 

 Spot cleaning 

 

2. Kitchen 
 

 Cupboards cleaned inside, outside, and top 
 Benchtops, drawers, shelves, and doors cleaned 
 Dishwasher cleaned inside and outside 

 Light fittings dusted and wiped 

 Splash backs wiped 

 Sinks and taps cleaned 

 Oven door and oven interior degreased and cleaned 

 Remove racks and broiler pan, soak in hot water to clean, dry well 

 Clean the inside of the oven, top of stove, pan drawer, exhaust fan, hood 

 Wash and dry the outside of the stove 



 Floor swept and mopped 

 Range hood and filter degreased, doors cleaned 

 

3. Bathrooms & Toilets 
 

 Mirrors cleaned and polished 

 Bath cleaned, rinsed, and left shining 
 Basin and Vanity scrubbed, all items removed and replaced 
 Wardrobe doors, tracks, and shelves cleaned 

 Ceiling fans cleaned 

 Toilets scrubbed and disinfected, including base and behind 

 Sills wiped down shower recess scrubbed, fittings, and glass cleaned 

 Floors vacuumed and mopped 

 Ceiling/exhaust fan cleaned 

 Light switches cleaned 

 Tiles and fittings cleaned and left shining 

 Wiped door frames and light switches 



4. Living Room 
 

 Vacuum upholstery (chairs, sofas, and other furniture), including those 

sections behind and underneath the cushions 

 PowerPoints and light switches cleaned 

 Air conditioning vents cleaned 

 Ceiling fans cleaned 
 Air conditioners cleaned 
 Carpet floors vacuumed 

 Cupboard doors, drawers, and shelves cleaned 

 Wardrobe doors, tracks, and shelves cleaned 

 Mirrors cleaned 

 Cobwebs removed internally 

 Skirting’s dusted and wiped 

 Timber, tiled, and vinyl floors swept and mopped 

 Clean windows (inside) including tracks and sills (not blinds) 
 Clean all doors (including tops of doors) 

 

 

5. Laundry 
 

 Dust & wash down doors/skirting 

 Vacuum all sills, tracks screens, clean windows thoroughly ensuring no 
streaks/smudges 

 Vacuum & wash all light shades removing all bugs 
 Wipe over with a damp cloth on 

 Vacuum all exhaust fans. 
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